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Learning Objectives

1. Highlight authentic community engagement
2. Showcase cross sector networks as key to building resilience for climate-enhanced traumas and toxic stresses
3. Show the ACEs Science movement at the “forefront” and link to climate related trauma
4. Sister Counties in Hope – This is What Resilience Looks Like
Define Community Trauma

Go to www.menti.com and use the code 35 24 58

Define Community Trauma
Go to www.menti.com and use the code 9437

Define Community Healing
When Trauma and Resiliency Become Daily Phrases

From the ASHES
WE WILL RISE
When Trauma and Resiliency Become Daily Phrases

SCHOOLS, COMMUNITY AND LAW ENFORCEMENT WORK TOGETHER TO PROVIDE CARING AND CONSISTENT RELATIONSHIPS TO TEACH KIDS...

ABOUT TRAUMA AND RESILIENCE...

YOUTH VOICE IS HOSTED EVERY WEEK BY THE MID-CITY DIVISION OF THE SAN DIEGO POLICE DEPARTMENT AS A DROP-IN OPPORTUNITY FOR YOUTH AGES 11 - 24...

TO INTERACT WITH COMMUNITY POLICE AND THE JUVENILE SERVICES TEAM IN A SUPPORTIVE, TRAUMA-INFORMED SETTING...

Resilience Blossoms
When Trauma and Resiliency Become Daily Phrases

Understanding Trauma Inspires Parents to Become Leaders
ACEs Connection & ACEs Fellows Vital to Response

‘Thank you’ signs that sprang up after Sonoma County fires turned into a poster (pressdemocrat.com)

When the Jelberg family evacuated their Calistoga Road home on Oct. 8, fleeing the Tubbs fire, they assumed it would be the last time they’d ever see it. A couple days later, they learned their home had been spared. “It was just so hard (for him) to find words,” Michelle Jelberg said on behalf of her husband, who was out of the country during the interview. “All he could come up with was, ‘Thank you.’” basically, and the fire crews were all just savin...
Preparing People for Climate Change in California (Oakland, CA) - Early Bird Discount Ends on November 15th

Environmental Justice
 ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH COALITION

Prepared People for Climate Change in California
Layers and Levels of Trauma Affect Recovery

photos: pressdemocrat.com
Layers and Levels of Trauma Affect Recovery

Healing 44th Street: ‘His Spirit Is Right Here On The Block’
Climate Change Aggravates Inequities

photos: pressdemocrat.com
Climate change exacts disproportionate social, economic, and cultural impacts on tribes limited by scarce resources, mobility, and access to information. These inequities are amplified as rates of change accelerate (Bull Bennett and Maynard 2013).

Climate Change and Indian Forestry (Indian Forest Management Team)

Chairman Anthony Pico, Kumeyaay Nation, "Ending Childhood Trauma"
Humanizing... The Gifts of Post Traumatic Growth
Robyn Dahlson, owner of The Social Flower, ensured flowers were delivered for a 19 year old’s funeral and a couple’s wedding. Her home was lost in the fire.

Florist Delivers Hope During Lilac Fire
World's Smart Cities: San Diego

Manzanita Canyon in City Heights
Sister Counties in Hope
This is What Resilience Looks Like

Sonoma County ACEs Connection Steering Committee
San Diego Trauma-Informed Guide Team
Call to Action!

Make California the First Trauma-Informed Human Resilience Enhancing State in the Nation for Climate - and Other - Traumas